randstad’s
lean way

of working.
learn to do more with less

in a changing world, your business
needs to be adaptable, agile and
able to continually improve.
Learn how to do that — and more — with our Lean training
curriculum. If you know you need Lean but don’t know where
to start, our introductory course is the perfect solution.

go lean — or risk getting left behind
We’re witnessing the Fourth Industrial Revolution taking place all around us. Some businesses
are thriving and growing, while others are struggling and failing. Those that are succeeding —
including your competitors — tend to have one thing in common: They’re Lean practitioners whose
organizations are primed to adapt to changing markets, maximize employee engagement, minimize
overproduction and rework and emphasize accountability.
But getting there organically is all but impossible. After all, that’s a lot to accomplish internally while
still making sure day-to-day operations continue. That’s why Randstad created this introductory
program — so businesses like yours can take the first steps in learning to adapt quickly without the
headaches, hassles and obstacles you’ll face when going it alone.
Perhaps there’s a line in your facility that doesn’t operate at peak efficiency. Or perhaps there’s a
process in place that always seems to be plagued with problems and breakdowns. Maybe there’s
a single department that’s just out of step with the rest of your organization. These problems are
common — but they can be solved by changing your way of working. That’s where Randstad’s Lean
Way of Working program comes in. It’s designed to arm your operational leaders and front-line
managers with the framework they need to address challenges like these effectively and efficiently.

quick learning with long-term value
Our one-day intensive introduction to Lean is designed to be minimally disruptive to your
management’s workload while delivering lasting impact on your business. In just a day, your team
will be ready to start:
• eliminating waste
• minimizing errors and rework
• reducing employee downtime
• adapting to changing market conditions
• maximizing production efficiency
• ... and more!
Each of these key learnings will help your organization create more value for your customers,
reduce costs and improve your use of limited resources — all in just one day.

learn lean from a global leader
For more than 60 years, Randstad has worked closely with global and local businesses. During
that time, we’ve watched the world of work change again and again — and we’ve also had the
opportunity to learn best practices around Lean methodologies from the best in the business.
Now, we’re making what we’ve learned from leaders in your industry available through a costeffective curriculum designed to help your organization thrive amid today’s disruption.
Get in touch with your local Randstad representative today to learn more about this opportunity
to transform your business. At the speed with which things change today, there’s no time to wait.
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